
 

 

F.No. 1-12/2016-17/ICPR/AC/                                                                Date 18th January, 2024 
 

Inviting Rate Contract for Hiring of Taxi Services on fixed price basis for one year. 
 

Academic Centre of Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), 3/9, Vipul Khand, Gomti 

Nagar, Lucknow-226010, an organization under the Ministry of Education, Govt. of India 

intends to hire taxi(s) on periodical basis to meet its requirements, like Academic events/official 

tours and travels, on the following terms and conditions:- 
 

1. Vehicle and its upholsteries must be in good condition in all aspects and must have RTO        

clearance papers & valid insurance policy.  

2. The drivers must be well behaved and should be well conversant with routes in Lucknow 

and around the city. The Antecedents of the driver must have been verified by the firm. 

3. The taxi operator firm must be registered under UP State Government. 

4. The vehicle should fulfill the terms and conditions prescribed by UP State Transport 

Authority. 

5. The quotations must comply with the terms and conditions of the council. (The 

quotations must be accompanied with the invitation letter or copy of it.) 

6. The office reserves the right to accept or reject any/all the quotations without assigning 

any reason thereof. 

7. The decision of ICPR will be final. 

8. All legal matters, if any, will be taken under the jurisdiction of the concerned authority at     

Lucknow, only. 
 

The vehicles are mostly to be engaged on per kilometers/full day or half day basis depending 

upon the requirements. Interested parties may send their quotations in the prescribed Proforma 

(as furnished below, which can be reproduced for filling up the entries of quotations in the own 

letter head of the firm or in plain paper, but not in ICPR letter head) with complete details of the 

vehicle and other extended facilities, if any. Any extra row or column may be added, if required. 
 
 

A covering letter may be added with the quotations or a line of address can be added before the 

table format. In case the firm is already providing the taxi services/vehicle on hire basis to other 

central government offices, the details hereof also may be furnished along with the quotation. 

The rates quoted (except taxes) will be unchangeable and valid for one year initially w.e.f. the 

award letter, which can also be extended on mutual agreement. Taxes should be mentioned 

separately. Increase or decrease or addition or deletion of taxes as per Govt. policies, will be 

operative time to time, which may affect the fluctuation of taxes, but other rates will not be 

changeable. 
 
 

Sealed quotations must reach in the prescribed format as given below, mentioning "Rate 

Contract for Hiring of taxi services for Academic Centre, Lucknow" not later than 5:00 pm on 

31.01.2024 to Incharge Academic Centre, 3/9 Vipul Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow-226010. 
 
 

The office reserves the right to accept or reject any/all the quotations without assigning any 

reason thereof. The decision of ICPR will be final. 
 

                                                                                                                - SD- 

 

(Incharge Academic Centre) 



 

 

Proforma 
                                                           ( Amount in Rs.) 

Sl.No. Specifications of 
Services 
 

Dzire 
Rates 
without 
Taxes 

Innova 
Rates without 
Taxes 

Any other 
Rates without 
Taxes 

Remarks, if 
any 

1.  24 hours service for 
outstation travel     

2.  24 hours service within & 
around the city     

3.  Up to 80 KM & 8 hours/Full 
day     

4.  Up to 40 KM & 4 hours/Half 
day     

5.  Rate per KM after 80 KM     

6.  Rate per hour after 8 hours     

7.  Pick & drop to/from Airport     

8.  Pick & drop to/from railway 
station     

9.  Night Charges 

     

10.  Taxes, if any, at the time of 
Submitting the quotation     

 

Taxes can be changeable as per Govt. rules, time to time. 
 

Terms and Conditions; 
 

1. It is confirmed that the vehicles to be put up in services fulfil the terms and conditions prescribed 
by UP State Transport Authority and have RTO clearance papers & valid insurance policy.  

2. It is confirmed that the concerned taxi operator/firm is registered under UP State Govt. 
3. It is confirmed that the vehicles mentioned/to be supplied for the service and their upholsteries 

are in good condition in all aspects. 
4. It is confirmed that the drivers, who will carry out the services are fit, well behaved and be well 

conversant with routes in Lucknow and around the city. The antecedents of the driver have 
already been verified by the firm. 

5. The terms and conditions of the council are to be compiled throughout the service period/ one 
year from the date of empanelling. 
 

We agree and comply with the terms and conditions. 
 
 

 
Date:                     Name & Address of the firm with stamp     Signature of the owner/proprietors 


